ABSTRACT

Aims: Patients with bipolar disorder often experience disability in terms of cognitive impairments and activity limitations even in remission. However, knowledge is sparse concerning the ability to perform Activities of Daily Living (ADL) during remission. The aim of this study was to (1) investigate the observed and self-reported ability to perform ADL tasks and (2) examine the association between observed and self-reported ability to perform ADL in patients with bipolar disorder in remission. Methods: The observed ADL ability was assessed with the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills, a standardized assessment providing interpretation of ADL ability in relation to competence, independence, and normative age expectations. Self-reported ADL ability was assessed with the standardized ADL-Questionnaire. Results: Forty-three patients with bipolar disorder in remission (median age 35 years, range 19–58 years) were assessed and overall, they displayed decreased observed ADL motor and ADL process ability relative to normative age. They exhibited increased physical effort, clumsiness or fatigue and/or inefficiency, there was concern for safe task performance and one-third may need assistance to live in the community. While participants reported decreased ADL ability, especially within instrumental ADL, they had a tendency towards evaluating themselves as more competent than what was observed. No relationships between measures of observed and self-reported ADL ability were found. Conclusion: Overall, patients with bipolar disorder in remission showed decreased ability to perform ADL. Clinical practice and future studies are recommended to use both observation-based and self-reported assessments of the ability to perform ADL tasks to fully capture disability in bipolar disorder.
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INTRODUCTION

Bipolar disorder is a main cause of decreased functioning worldwide with a prevalence >2% [1–4]. However, descriptions of the impact of bipolar disorder on patients’ functioning are often hampered by unclear definitions of the concept of functioning [5]. The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [6] is recommended as a conceptual model to describe functioning and disability within mental health in general [7] and within bipolar disorder [5, 8, 9]. The majority of research on functioning and disability within bipolar disorder has focused on the component body functions and body structures typically in terms of cognition [5]. Cognitive impairments are well documented within bipolar disorder even in remission [10, 11]. Fewer studies have addressed the component activities and participation [5] including self-care and domestic life, also termed Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [6, 12]. The ability to perform ADL tasks is required for independent living and represents the basis for other activities including work and leisure [12]. Personal ADL (PADL) involves tasks such as personal hygiene, eating and reading, whereas Instrumental ADL (IADL) is related to more complex home maintenance tasks e.g., cleaning, cooking, and shopping [6, 12]. The ability to carry out these daily routines is included in both the Comprehensive ICF Core Set for bipolar disorder and in the Brief ICF Core Set for bipolar disorder [8].

Studies assessing ADL ability indicate that patients with bipolar disorder have limited ability to perform ADL tasks, especially IADL tasks [13–16]. Different types of assessment have been used to evaluate the ADL ability within bipolar disorder but dissimilarities between the results of the assessments have been found. Most studies on ADL have used clinician-rated assessments [17]. However, as it is necessary to also consider the patient’s perspective [18] when providing needed interventions to improve functioning, [19, 20] self-reported assessments of ADL ability have also been used [21–23]. However, previous studies suggest that symptom severity and cognitive impairments within bipolar disorder may impact the validity of self-reported data [14, 17, 21, 22] and direct observation is, therefore, considered the most reliable source of information [24]. Observation-based assessments have been used among patients with bipolar disorder [14, 15, 25, 26] however, concerns related to the validity of conducting such assessments in a clinical setting [27, 28] and the need for assessment instruments sensitive to change over time have been raised [24, 27]. Further, observation-based instruments based on sufficiently large normative standardization samples have been lacking [27].

Until now, the focus of studies using observation-based assessments of ADL ability within bipolar disorder has been on the relationship between cognitive impairments and ADL task performance rather than on the competence of performing ADL on itself. Previous studies have found an association between cognitive impairments and decreased ADL task performance [14, 15, 26]. However, a recent meta-analysis of the association between cognition and the ability to perform activities recommend assessments of both areas and better understanding of the validity and usability of performance-based measures [17]. Thus, studies regarding the use of observation-based assessments among patients with bipolar disorder in remission are lacking and to the best of our knowledge the association between self-reported and observed ADL ability within this group has not previously been studied.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to

• investigate the observed and self-reported ability to perform ADL tasks, and

• examine the association between observed and self-reported ability to perform ADL in remitted patients with bipolar disorder reporting subjective cognitive complaints.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Participants with bipolar disorder (as defined by ICD-10 diagnostic criteria) [29] were recruited from the Clinic for Affective Disorders, Psychiatric Centre Copenhagen, between February and October 2015. The clinicians were encouraged to ask all patients between 18 and 60 years with bipolar disorder in remission to participate. Mood symptoms were rated with the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS-17) [30] and the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) [31]. Full remission was defined by HDRS-17 and YMRS scores ≤ 7 for at least a week. Afterwards, the patients were asked to complete the Cognitive Complaints in Bipolar Disorder Rating Assessment (COBRA) questionnaire [32]. Patients having subjective complaints of cognitive difficulties of moderate to severe degree as reflected by COBRA scores ≥13 were included [33].

Exclusion criteria were current substance or alcohol abuse, schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder or major psychical disease. This was initially determined by reading patients’ case files. Further, the occupational therapist conducting the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) evaluations asse the impact of any physical disease or physical complaints on ADL task performance. If it was determined that the physical disease was the
dominating reason for any ADL problems, patient was excluded from the study.

Participants continued their usual medication and were permitted to take benzodiazepines corresponding to ≤ 22.5 mg oxazepam.

Results on cognition derived from the same study population have been reported in another paper. In summary, we showed that patients’ subjective cognitive complaints did not correlate with ADL ability. However, we observed a correlation between slower processing speed (assessed with objective tests) and poorer ADL process ability and a trend towards a correlation between slower processing speed and poorer ADL motor ability. Further, this processing speed deficit was also associated with lower level of ADL ability, as reflected by greater need of assistance to live in the community. Slowed processing speed in bipolar disorder may therefore be a key indicator for patients’ general ability to live independently in the community [34].

Assessments of ADL ability

Observation-based ADL ability was assessed using the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) which is a standardized observation-based assessment providing measures of the quality of ADL task performance. During an interview, the participant selects two ADL tasks to perform. The tasks have to be well known, meaningful and challenging for the person to perform [12]. In the manual, there are currently 125 standardized tasks calibrated in terms of severity of the task. These tasks can to some extent be varied to allow for individual and cultural differences, while still respecting the standardization [35]. Following the observation, two domains of performance are evaluated for each task: ADL motor skills (16 items) and ADL process skills (20 items). The quality of each ADL skill is scored on a four-point ordinal scale [12]. The scores for both tasks are entered into a many-faceted Rasch-based computer software program [36] that converts the ordinal data into two overall linear measures of ADL motor and ADL process ability adjusted for task difficulty and rater severity. The ADL motor ability measure is an indication of how much effort or clumsiness the person demonstrates when performing ADL tasks. The ADL process ability measure indicates how timely and well organized the person was during the observation. Both scales also reflect safety (no risk of personal injury or environmental damage) and independence (no need for physical or verbal assistance) in ADL task performance. The current software is based on the international AMPS database that includes data from >13,000 calibrated testers and > 150,000 individuals worldwide [12]. The AMPS ADL ability measures are found valid and reliable across diagnostic groups, including mental disorders containing bipolar disorder [37–41], culture, age and gender [12]. The AMPS has a high inter-rater reliability and is found to be sensitive over time to changes in ADL ability [12].

Self-reported ADL ability was assessed using the standardized ADL-Questionnaire (ADL-Q). The participant is requested to evaluate their perceived ADL ability within the past 24 hours in 31 PADL tasks and within the last seven days in 16 IADL tasks. There are seven response categories reflecting efficiency, effort/fatigue, safety, and independence, including the possibility of marking IADL tasks ‘not relevant in my daily life’ [42]. Studies support that ADL-Q can be used to generate valid and reliable measures of self-reported quality of ADL task performance among patients with long-term or chronic diseases such as rheumatism [43] and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [44]. No studies have previously used ADL-Q within mental disorders, but the interview-based equivalent, the ADL-I, has been used in persons with depression and schizophrenia [45] confirming the relevance of the 47 ADL tasks in this population.

Design and procedures

This study applied a cross-sectional design to investigate ADL ability among patients with bipolar disorder in remission reporting cognitive impairments. The participants were screened with HDRS-17, YMRS and COBRA by one of the specialists in psychiatry at the Copenhagen Clinic for Affective Disorders, The Capital Region of Copenhagen, at the Psychiatric Centre Copenhagen. Demographic data collection and introductions to the ADL-Q were conducted within a week after mood screening by a medical student at the Clinic for Affective Disorders. The AMPS evaluations were planned to be conducted within 14 days after the initial screening with HDRS-17 and YMRS, to ensure that the participants were still in remission. The AMPS was conducted by an AMPS-calibrated occupational therapist and administered according to standardized procedures [12, 35] in patients’ homes. The interview and observation took approximately one hour. The AMPS rater was blinded for the result of the ADL-Q. Before the AMPS observation, the AMPS rater phoned the participant in order to clarify which tasks he or she normally performs and would be willing to perform while observed. Since the participants were in remission, lived in their own home and were thus expected to be relatively well functioning, they were offered IADL tasks (e.g. home maintenance, cooking meals) calibrated as average, harder or much harder on the AMPS process task challenge hierarchy [35]. This was done to avoid ceiling effects.

Ethical considerations

Approval from the Danish Data Protection Agency was obtained (journal no. 03238 (I-Suite), ID: RHP-2014-039). Procedures were in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975.
Statistical analysis

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 22 [46] was used for descriptive analyses and nonparametric statistics. Normality of the distribution was tested using Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Normally distributed data are presented as mean±standard deviation, and non-normally distributed data are presented as median/range or percentage. The raw ordinal AMPS data was converted into overall linear ADL measures using a Rasch-based computer software program [36]. The two ADL ability measures, ADL motor ability and ADL process ability, are presented in logits (log-odds probability units). The ADL motor and ADL process ability measures were interpreted from a criterion-based perspective related to competence. Higher ADL motor and ADL process ability measures indicate higher ADL ability. The competence cut-off is 2.0 logits for ADL motor ability and 1.0 logits for ADL process ability [12]. Furthermore, an ADL motor ability measure below 1.5 logits and an ADL process ability measure below 1.0 logits combined indicate that the person is more likely to need assistance to live in the community. If the two measures fall within different decision zones, the ADL process ability measure is the strongest predictor of the need for assistance [35]. The percentages of participants within and below competence and independence cut-offs are presented.

In addition, a person’s ADL ability can be interpreted from a norm-based perspective by comparing the person’s ADL ability measures to the expected range of ADL ability measures for well, typically-developing persons of the same age [35]. These results are presented as number of participants above/below normative mean and within/outside the 95% confidence interval (CI) in a stacked bar chart.

The raw ordinal ADL-Q data was assigned to one of four categories: 3 = competent, 2 = using extra time/effort, 1 = need for help/safety risk or 0 = unable to perform. If a task was marked ‘Not relevant’ a fifth category was formed. This was done to prepare conversion of ordinal scores into linear measures of self-reported ability to perform ADL using the Rasch computer software program Winsteps® version 3.68.2 [47]. These self-reported ADL ability measures are, similar to the AMPS ADL ability measures, expressed in logits. [42]. The frequencies of each of the five categories are presented as percentages in a stacked bar chart. As the ADL-Q measures were not normally distributed, the Spearman rank order test was used to investigate the correlations between the overall measures of observed ADL ability (AMPS) and self-reported ADL ability (ADL-Q). In this study, a correlation coefficient 20.50 was considered the minimum as evidence of acceptable correlation between measures. Calculations of the coefficients of determination ($r^2$) were done to determine the extent of shared variance between the measures of self-reported and observed ADL ability. The correlations between overall measures of self-reported and observed ADL ability are presented in scatterplots.

RESULTS

Overall, 70 patients fulfilled COBRA questionnaire and 47 patients (67%) had a score above 13. Two were excluded; one due to current substance abuse and one due to a comprehensive surgery. Two patients dropped out after cognitive testing and fulfilling questionnaires due to unwillingness to participate in the AMPS evaluation in their own home. Thus, a total of 43 patients participated. However, one participant was excluded from the results involving ADL-Q due to not being in remission at the time of the ADL-Q.

Participants’ demographic, clinical characteristics, and self-reported (ADL-Q) and observed (AMPS) ADL ability measures are presented in Table 1. The sample had a median age of 35 years and 30 (70%) were women. Nineteen (44%) of the participants were either working or in education. They were all living in their own home, 22 (51%) with a partner. In total, 15 of the participants had physical disease or complaints that potentially could affect their ADL ability. These were mainly musculoskeletal complaints and migraine/headache. Only three patients had physical complaints at the time of the AMPS observation that the rater judged affected their ADL ability. However, physical complaints were not the dominant reason for ADL problems in any of these cases.

Observed ability to perform ADL tasks

The participants’ AMPS ADL motor and ADL process ability measures in relation to competence cut-off and independence cut-off are presented in Table 2. Although the participants’ mean ADL motor and ADL process ability measures were at the 2.0 logit competence cut-off on the ADL motor scale and just above the 1.0 logit cut-off on the ADL process scale, respectively, the results showed that almost one-third had an ADL motor ability measure below the ADL motor competence cut-off indicating increased physical effort, clumsiness or fatigue and potential risk of unsafe task performance. Likewise, almost one-third had an ADL process ability measure below the ADL process competence cut-off, indicating decreased disorganization or undesirable use of time, space or objects and potential risk of unsafe task performance. Five patients (12%) had both ADL motor and ADL process ability measures below the competence cut-offs. As for independence, two of the participants had an ADL motor ability measure below the motor independence cut-off at 1.5 logits, whereas almost one-third had an ADL process ability measure below the process independence cut-off at 1.0 logit, indicating that almost one third of the included participants may need assistance to live in the community. However, only one participant had ADL ability measures below both independence cut-offs.
Table 1: Participant characteristics, obtained observed Activities of Daily Living (ADL) motor and ADL process ability measures and self-reported ADL ability measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value (n = 43)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, in years (median/range)</td>
<td>35 (19–58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female)</td>
<td>69.8 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living alone/cohabiting</td>
<td>48.8%/51.2 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing own home</td>
<td>100 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children/no children</td>
<td>46.5%/53.5 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education (median/range)</td>
<td>15 (9–21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed or independent</td>
<td>18.6 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In education</td>
<td>25.6 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment fund benefit recipient</td>
<td>4.7 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security recipient</td>
<td>11.6 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick leave owing to illness</td>
<td>25.6 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability pensioner</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at onset (median/range)</td>
<td>21 (13–48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder type I/II</td>
<td>48.8%/51.2 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months in remission (median/range)</td>
<td>4 (0.25–43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of episodes (median/range)</td>
<td>13 (3–85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hospitalizations (median/range)</td>
<td>1 (0–10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily use of medication</td>
<td>95.3 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of medications (median/range)</td>
<td>2 (0–4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>44.2 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticonvulsants</td>
<td>62.8 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td>18.6 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotics</td>
<td>34.9 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzodiazepines</td>
<td>7.0 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDRS-17 score (median/range)</td>
<td>3 (0–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMRS score (median/range)</td>
<td>2 (0–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBRA score (median/range)</td>
<td>22 (13–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPS ADL motor ability measure (mean/SD)</td>
<td>2.0/0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPS ADL process ability measure (mean/SD)</td>
<td>1.1/0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL-Q ability measure (n = 42) (median/range)</td>
<td>4.7 (1.7–8.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HDRS-17: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale 17 items, YMRS: Young Mania Rating Scale, COBRA: Cognitive Complaints in Bipolar Disorder Rating Assessment, AMPS: Assessment of Motor and Process Skills, ADL-Q: ADL-Questionnaire

Table 2: Distribution of Activities of Daily Living (ADL) motor and ADL process ability measures in relation to competence cut-off and independence cut-off according to the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) among patients with bipolar disorder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ADL motor ability n (%)</th>
<th>ADL process ability n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above competence cut-off</td>
<td>Above independence cut-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below competence cut-off</td>
<td>Below independence cut-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL motor ability</td>
<td>n = 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29 (67.4%)</td>
<td>30 (69.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 (32.6%)</td>
<td>13 (30.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41 (95.3%)</td>
<td>30 (69.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (4.7%)</td>
<td>13 (30.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AMPS: Assessment of Motor and Process Skills, ADL: Activities of Daily Living

ADL motor and ADL process ability in relation to age expectations

The distributions of ADL motor and ADL process ability measures in relation to normative age-matched expectations are presented in Figure 1. As for ADL motor ability, the majority (n = 36, 84%) had an ADL motor ability below the mean of healthy age-matched peers, and three (7%) of these had an ADL motor ability below the 95% CI (i.e., < 2 SD below the normative mean). Seven participants (16%) had an ADL motor ability above the normative age-matched mean. All participants had an ADL process ability measure below the mean of healthy, age-matched peers and two (5%) of these had an ADL process ability measure below the 95% CI. One participant had both an ADL motor ability measure and an ADL process ability measure below the 95% CI. Thus, while the majority of participants had ADL ability measures within the expected range of ADL ability for healthy persons of the same age, they were at the lower end of the spectrum. Furthermore, the mean ADL motor ability measure of the study sample (median: 35 years, range: 19–58 years) is equivalent to the mean ADL motor ability measure for healthy persons between 60 and 64 years (mean: 2.1, SD: 0.4). Similarly, the mean ADL process ability measure for the study sample is equivalent to that of healthy people older than 85 years (mean: 1.3, SD: 0.4) [35].
Self-reported ability to perform ADL tasks

As seen in Figure 2, most participants reported themselves as being competent within the PADL domain. However, for the task ‘Reading’ approximately 50% reported themselves not being competent. One participant was unable to perform the task. Two persons reported the task was not relevant. Regarding the task ‘Writing by hand’ approximately 30% reported the use of extra time or increased effort. In relation to the communication tasks ‘Calling for attention’, ‘Taking part in a conversation’ and ‘Using the phone’ 15–20% of the participants did report the use of extra time or increased effort. Within the IADL domain, 20–50% reported problems related to domestic tasks such as cooking, shopping, cleaning, washing clothes and driving. In the tasks ‘Weekly heavy cleaning’, ‘Daily light cleaning’, ‘Weekly/large quantity shopping’, ‘Making plans for shopping’, ‘Cooking a hot meal’ and ‘Driving car’ a few participants (2–4%) reported inability to perform the task or a safety risk.

Correlations between measures of observed and self-reported ability to perform ADL

As seen from Figure 3, no correlation between observed and self-reported ability to perform ADL tasks was found either for ADL-Q and AMPS ADL motor (r = 0.001, p = 0.90) or ADL-Q and AMPS ADL process (r = 0.009, p = 0.55) ability measures.

DISCUSSION

The overall purpose of this study was to explore the ability to perform ADL among patients with bipolar disorder in remission reporting subjective cognitive complaints. Overall, participants in this study had observed and self-reported decreased ADL ability. In fact, their mean ADL motor ability (median: 35 years, range: 19–58 years) was equivalent to that of healthy persons at 60–64 years and their mean ADL process ability was equivalent to healthy persons >85 years old [12]. This study is the first to report on both observation-based and self-reported measures of ADL ability among patients with bipolar disorder in remission and no correlation between the two measures was found.

One-third of the included patients with bipolar disorder in remission had an observed ADL motor ability below the AMPS ADL motor competence cut-off
indicating increased physical effort, clumsiness or fatigue and potential safety risk during ADL task performance. Likewise, almost one third had an observed ADL process ability below the AMPS ADL process competence cut-off, showing decreased disorganization or undesirable use of time, space or objects and potential safety risk during ADL task performance. A minority (12%) had observed ADL ability measures below both competence cut-offs. This supports previous studies which found decreased ADL ability in bipolar disorder patients despite heterogeneity both in terms of participants’ clinical stage, age and instruments applied [13–15, 22]. Finally, the observed decreased ADL process ability indicates that almost one third of the included participants may need assistance to live in the community, in line with previous studies using clinician ratings [13] or self-report [23]. Studies using AMPS on patients with schizophrenia have overall found a higher percentage from 17–72% that may need assistance to live in the community [37, 48, 49]. Similarly, studies on patients with major depression using AMPS have found that approximately 47% may need assistance to live in the community [37].

Most participants reported themselves as being competent within the PADL domain. However, in relation to reading (50%) and writing by hand (30%), participants did report the use of extra time or increased effort. This is not in line with a review by Ávila et al. [18], where only 13% of patients with bipolar disorder reported problems with reading. The participants in Ávila et al.’s study group had a higher mean age (47 years) than our study sample (median: 35 years, range: 19–58 years) and a lower percentage of participants in education (6.7% vs. 25.6%). Thus, the proportion of participants with bipolar disorder in remission having writing and reading problems needs to be addressed within a larger group of participants.

Within the IADL domain, 20–50% reported problems related to domestic tasks such as cooking, shopping, cleaning, washing clothes and driving. Two to four percent reported inability to perform some of the tasks or a safety risk. In comparison, the observed decreased ADL process ability indicates that almost one-third of the included participants may need assistance to live in the community. This difference may be due to the participants’ focus on more obvious difficulties and not on the details of the quality of their performance: increased physical effort, clumsiness or fatigue and decreased disorganization or undesirable use of time, space, or objects. However, this is only a hypothesis and needs to be addressed in a future study. Our findings of self-reported decreased IADL ability among patients with bipolar disorder in remission are supported by other studies using clinical ratings [13] or observation-based assessments [14] of ADL.

Previous studies using observation-based in-home assessment have shown decreased ADL ability in elderly (age 50+) patients with bipolar disorder [16, 28, 50]. This is not surprising, as even healthy persons experience a progressive decrease in ADL ability from 50 years of age and older [12]. Therefore, one of the aims of this study was to compare the ADL ability of patients with bipolar disorder in remission with age-matched healthy persons. Overall, the participants had an observed ADL ability within age expectations but below what is expected for the average healthy age-matched person. We showed that the mean ADL motor ability in the present study sample was equivalent to that of healthy persons at 60–64 years and the mean ADL process ability was equivalent to healthy person older than 85 years [12]. Clinically, these observations point to a need for higher clinical awareness of daily hassles of patients with bipolar disorder and warrant more attention towards performing observations in their daily home surroundings.

We found no relation between self-reported and observation-based measures of ADL ability. This has not previously been addressed in patients with bipolar disorder in remission, but is in line with results from a study involving patients with depression [45]. However, previous studies involving assessment of cognition have shown a similar pattern of only weak correlations between subjective complaints and objective measures of cognitive impairment in patients with bipolar disorder [33, 51–53]. This indicates an overall difference in the insider’s (patient’s) and outsider’s (clinician’s) perspectives within various domains and that self-reported and observation-based measures provide distinct but complementary information. Thus, when assessing ADL ability, the use of both types of assessments is recommended. The same applies for assessing cognition and ADL ability. We studied and reported on the correlation between ADL ability and cognitive impairment in a recent paper based on the same study sample. The results indicated that cognition and ADL ability are two distinct phenomena and therefore need to be assessed separately [34]. This is in line with the recommendations from a recent meta-analysis of the association between cognition and the ability to perform activities [17].
Strengths and limitations

The strength of our study was the use of observation-based assessment of ADL task performance based on a standardized instrument incorporating the international AMPS database with data from more than 150,000 individuals worldwide [11] which meets the concerns related to previously used assessments of ADL ability. Moreover, the use of both observation-based and self-reporting assessments that provided overall linear ADL measures is a strength. To the best of our knowledge, other assessments of ADL ability provide ordinal data, which has the drawback of not producing measures that can be used for parametric statistics.

As patients with bipolar disorder carry significant overall decreased functioning even during periods of remission [13], it is a strength in the study design that we only included patients in remission. Further, the patients were observed in their natural environment performing well-known tasks in the way they do in their everyday life. Other studies using observation-based assessments have used UCSD Performance-based Skills Assessment involving role-play [14, 15, 25, 28] or computerized shopping tasks [26]. The tasks in a roleplay assessment may not be familiar to the patient due, for example, to their cultural background. Both computerized tasks and role-play can be considered contrived assessments, as they do not take place in the patient’s natural environment, which delimits the external validity of the studies [27, 28]. Based on observation of the participants in their home, we hypothesized that some may compensate for their cognitive impairment or illness with support from relatives and/or their ability to organize the environment. This fits well with the ICF definition of functioning [6] and will need to be addressed in future studies. Furthermore, this hypothesis is supported by the results from another study indicating that contextual factors such as perceived social support appear to affect functioning within bipolar disorder in remission [9].

There are several limitations to this study: the main limitation was the rather small sample size, which means that the results can only be indicators of ADL ability within bipolar disorder in remission. Further, there is growing evidence of the influence of cognitive impairments on performance in everyday life within bipolar disorder [14, 15, 19, 28], which could implicate the need for objective cognitive impairment as an inclusion criterion instead of only subjective cognitive complaints. In particular as only weak correlations between subjective cognitive complaints and objective measures of cognitive impairment have been found [33, 51, 53, 54].

Finally, the lack of using assessments of well-being or quality of life to determine if there is an association between measures of ADL ability and subjective measures of well-being is a limitation.

CONCLUSION

Patients with bipolar disorder in remission reporting subjective cognitive complaints have both observed Activities of Daily Living (ADL) motor and ADL process ability below the mean of healthy persons of the same age. There can be concerns for safe task performance and almost one-third may need assistance to live in the community. Although both observation-based and the self-reporting assessment did show decreased ADL ability, there was a trend towards patients evaluating themselves as more competent than what was observed. As no association between self-reported and observation-based ADL ability was found, both clinical practice and future studies are recommended to address both areas and use validated observation-based in-home assessment tools to evaluate the outcomes of intervention programs aiming to improve functioning for the most impaired third of patients with bipolar disorder.
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